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A general result on r-quick convergence for time-averages of regenerative stochastic processes is derived 
and then applied to Markov processes. The notion of r-quick convergence was used by Lai (1981) to 
show asymptotic optimality of invariant sequential probability ratio tests. In the last section of this paper, 
Lai’s approach is utilized to obtain asymptotic optimality of sequential probability ratio tests for Markov 
processes. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of r-quick convergence was introduced by Strassen (1967): Let T = N = 
{0, 1,2,. . } or T = [0, co} and (Z,),tr a real-valued stochastic process. For real c 
and r>O, 
Z, + c r-quickly as t +a 
if and only if 
ELL<oo for E>O, where L, = sup{t: IZ, - cl > E}. 
Note that Z, + c a.s. if and only if L, < 00 a.s. for all F > 0. In this paper, we treat 
processes (Z,),i7 which are time-averages of regenerative stochastic processes and 
obtain sufficient conditions for r-quick convergence. A general result is derived in 
Section 2 and then applied to Markov processes in Section 3. 
The importance of r-quick convergence for questions of statistical sequential 
analysis was perceived by Lai (1981) who used this notion to obtain asymptotic 
optimality for invariant sequential probability ratio tests as the error probabilities 
tend to 0. 
In Section 4, we consider sequential tests for Markov processes. Using our results 
on r-quick convergence for time-averages of Markov processes, we show that Lai’s 
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approach also yields asymptotic optimality for sequential probability ratio tests in 
the Markovian setting. As a particular case we obtain that these tests asymptotically 
minimize all the moments of the sample size for irreducible Markov chains with 
finite state space. 
2. r-quick convergence for regenerative processes 
Let (Xl),, T be a stochastic process with state space D and T = N = (0, 1,2, . . . } or 
T = [0, 00). In the continuous time case, all stochastic processes in this paper are 
assumed to have right-continuous paths with left-hand limits. 
There are various concepts of regeneration in stochastic processes, The following 
definition is taken from Asmussen (1988, Chapter V): (X,),il is called regenerative 
if there exists a renewal process (S,,)ni~N, S, = Wo+ W,+. * .+ W,,, with (W,,),, _, 
i.i.d. > 0 and independent of W,, 2 0, such that for all n E N, 
(( W,+,), -r, (X.S,,+,),~ T) is independent of ( Wo, . . . , W,), 
with distribution not depending on n. If furthermore the sequence 
((X,,,+ ,),)- ,.-W,,+,)niN is m-dependent, 
we call (X,)ri7 a regenerative process with m-dependent cycles. Using the regenera- 
tive structure, one can easily obtain various limit theorems; see Asmussen (1988, 
Chapter V), where part V.3 gives a result on a.s. convergence for time-averages. In 
this section, we shall treat the problem of r-quick convergence for such time-averages. 
Let us recall that a sequence ( Y,,),,< N of random variables is called m-dependent 
if there exists q E N such that for any subsequence of natural numbers q c n, < n, 
<. . . with m < n,,, -y, for all jai, 
( Y,,), _, forms an independent sequence. 
It is well-known and immediate that the law of large numbers generalizes from i.i.d. 
sequences to m-dependent identically distributed sequences. We shall next point 
out that this is also true for r-quick convergence, r > 0, in the law of large numbers. 
For real-valued i.i.d. random variables ( Y,,),, _, with finite expectation a, it is 
well-known that 
(Yl+. . .+ Y,,)/n+a r-quickly if and only if E(Y,(‘+‘<a, 
see Chow, Teicher (1978, p. 368). An extension to m-dependent sequences is 
immediate from some basic facts on r-quick convergence which we state here also 
for further use: 
Z, + c r-quickly, Z, + C r-quickly imply Z, + Z, --z c + C r-quickly, Z,Z, + CC 
r-quickly, Z,/Z, + c/C r-quickly if c# 0. For a random variable Z, EIZI” <a iff 
Z/r + 0 r-quickly. Furthermore for (Z,,),, _, identically distributed, EIZ,/‘+’ <M 
implies Z,,/ n --z 0 r-quickly. 
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To prove the last statement, note that 
c n’_’ P(L, b n)~ 2 n’-’ C I’((.&/> ek) 
,I _I ,I y- I I, ‘PI 
=k?, ,T, n 
‘-‘P(/Z,I> ek)c C,EjZ,l’+‘. 
Lemma 2.1. Let ( Y,), _, be real-valued m-dependent and identically distributed with 
expectation a. Let r > 0 and E / Y, llir <CD. Then 
(Yl+. ’ . + Y,,)/n -+ a r-quickly. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality a = 0 and for q as in the definition of 
m-dependence q = k( m + 1) for some k EN. For n 3 q with ii = [ n/( m + l)], 
I&+. . .+ Y,,/qY,+. . .+ yql+ f Y Kcm+,,+, + f lG,r,+I,+,/. 
,=o z-h ,-0 
By the above facts on r-quick convergence we have 
Iy,+. . .+ Y<,l/n + 0 r-quickly, ) Y,i,m+,j+,(/n + 0 r-quickly, 
forj = 0, . . , m. Finally, using the assumption of m-dependence hence independence 
of ( Y,,rr+,,+,),--,, , r-quick convergence in the law of large numbers of i.i.d. random 
variables entails for j = 0, . . . , m, 
ri I 
c y<ctn+,,+r 
I/ 
n +O r-quickly. 0 
I=!, 
For our treatment of regenerative processes a further lemma on r-quick conver- 
gence is useful. 
Lemma 2.2. Let r > 0 and (S,,)nlN a renewal process, S,, = W,,+. . . + W,,, with 
( W,,),, _, i.i.d. 20, EW, > 0, and independent of WC,30 such that EW;,< ~0 and 
EWi”<co. D.efine,for ta0 N(t)=sup{nEN:S,,st], sup@=O. Let (Z,,),,t,V be a 
sequence qf real-valued random variables and c E R. 
(a) Z,, + c r-quickly implies ZN(,) + c r-quickly. 
(b) Z,,/ n + c r-quickly implies ZN( ,,/ t + cl E W, r-quickly. 
Proof. (a) Let E>O, L,=sup{n:jZ,,-c(>F}, so that by assumption EL: < 00. For 
M, = sup{t: jZNC,) - c( > F}, 
{M,>t}c{N(t)~L,}={S,~,,>t}, 
hence it is sufficient to show that for some a > 0, 
C n’~‘P(S,~+,3aan)<c0. 
n _I 
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With a=2(EW,+l), 
Using EW; < “, EL: <: ~0 we only have to prove 
with SL = Cy=, ( W, - EW,), and this is a consequence of EW:+‘< q see Chow and 
Teicher (1978, p. 362). 
(b) Let Z{,=Z,,,Z~=Z,,/n for nal. Then by (a) Z&(,)+C r-quickly and 
ZNC,Jt= (max{N(t), l}/t)Z’,,,,. It remains to show 
max{N(r), 1)/t- l/EW, r-quickly. 
From EWI,<co, EW:+‘<oo we have 
S,,/n + EW, r-quickly, 
and by (a), 
(S,,,,IN(r))l{.V,, -11 + EW, r-quickly, 
(S,,,,+, /N(t))l,N,,j_,~+ EW, r-quickly. 
Now on {N(t) 2 l}, 
S,c,,lN(t)~ t/N(t) < S,,,,+,/‘N(r), 
thus 
which obviously entails 
max{N(r), 1)/f+ l/EW, r-quickly. 0 
Note that for Z,=O we have ZN(,)=Zhr(,~l(Nc,,_~,,. 
We now return to a regenerative stochastic process (X,),iT. For a measurable 
mapping f: D--f [w and s, t E T with s < t we define 
f(s, t)= 1 f(X,) if T=N, 
j=7 
f(s, t) = ‘f(X) d.s if T = [O,OO). 
7 
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Theorem 2.3. Let (X,),, T be a regenerative process with m-dependent cycles with respect 
to a renewal process S, = W,) + ’ . . + W,,, n EN. Let f: D + R be measurable. Assume 
that for r > 0, 
E SUP ~f(o, t)i’-, E SUP b”(&, So+ f)l’+‘<~, 
o- 1‘ w,, ,I-- I‘ U’, 
EW;,<co, EWf+r<oo. 
Then 
f(0, t)/t+ Ef(S,,, S,)/EW, r-quickly. 
Proof. For N(t) = sup{ n E N: S,, zz t}, sup (d = 0, we have 
( 
N(r) 
f(0, t) =f(O,min{W, t>)+ C f(S,-,, S;) l~NCrj-l)+f(SNCrjr f)l,,,,,,. 
,=I > 
Since jf(0, min{ W,,, t})l s sup,,. ,‘_ w(, /f(O, t)(, having finite rth moment, we have 
f(0, min{ Wo, t})/t + 0 r-quickly. 
Furthermore 
ZfI = sup If(S,, S, + 4 
o- ,c w,,,, 
are identically distributed with finite (1 + r)th moment which implies 
Z,,/ n + 0 r-quickly. 
Thus 
If(S/v,,,, ‘)l,,,i ,#t d ZN(,)/t+O r-quickly, 
by Lemma 2.2. Finally, (f(S,_, , S,))+, are m-dependent and identically distributed 
so that Lemma 2.1 implies 
i f(%,, $1/n + Ef(S”, S,) r-quickly. 
,=I 
and then by Lemma 2.2, 
C f(S,-j, sj)/'t+Ef(S~,, ,)IEW r-quickly. 0 I=1 
If f is bounded the moment assumptions reduce to E Wl, < 00, E W:+’ < co. 
3. r-quick convergence for Markov processes 
We shall apply Theorem 2.3 to obtain r-quick convergence for time-averages of 
Markov processes with a suitable regenerative structure. So in this section let (X,),, T 
be a Markov process with state space D. 
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3.1. Harris processes 
Assume T = N and that (X,),, T is Harris recurrent, i.e., that there exists a measurable 
subset C of D such that for the stopping time To. = inf { t > 0: X, E C}, 
P(r(. <ar,lXo=x)<cc for all XE D, 
and there exist n 3 1, F > 0 and a probability measure v 011 D with 
P(X,,~B(X,,=x)~E~(B), 
for all x E C and all measurable B = D. Here D is assumed a Polish space with its 
Bore1 structure. 
For the following consequences of Harris recurrence we refer to Athreya, Ney 
(1978), Asmussen (1987, VI.3): There exists a stochastic process (X,),ir, possibly 
defined on a different probability space, which has the same distribution as (X,),,, 
and is regenerative with l-dependent cycles with respect to a renewal process 
s^, = G,,+. ..+$&lE~. 
Hence we obtain for a Harris recurrent Markov process 
f(0, t)/t+ Ef(&, g,)/E@‘, r-quickly, 
for all bounded measurable ,f provided E@/h< ~0 and E@‘;” <CD, and then 
~5j”(&,, s^,)/ EL?‘, = Ifdrr for the stationary probability distribution rr on D. 
Let us turn to (X,, X,+,),lT. Then (X,, X,+,),iT. has the same distribution as 
,. 
(X,, X,,,),, r w rch is a regenerative process with 2-dependent cycles. Defining for 
g:DxD+R a,“d s<t, 
I- I 
as, j) = c 8(X,., X,+1) 
)“\ 
we thus obtain for any bounded measurable g, 
g(O, t)/t+ Ei($,, $,)/Et@‘, r-quickly, 
provided E@i < w and El@/;+’ < oc and then 
E$?(&, $)/E*, =SSg(x,y)P(dyIX,,=x)~(dx). 
Note that E@‘l,< ~0 and E@‘; < cc for all r > 0 is implied by sup, P,( 7< > t) < 1 
for some f < 00, see Athreya and Ney (1978, (4.1)). 
We remark that the concept of Harris recurrence for continuous time Markov 
processes as discussed in Asmussen (1987, VI.3) leads to the corresponding results 
in this case. 
In the special case of Markov processes with finite state space, the regenerative 
structure takes a particularly simple form. The importance of this case leads us to 
a separate discussion where we also provide the details for the continuous time case. 
3.2. Markov chains 
Let (X,),, T be a Markov chain with finite state space D and transition probabilities 
pl,” = P(X, = j 1 X,, = i), i, j E D, T = N or T = [0, CO), setting p,; = pl:’ in the discrete 
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time case. We make the following assumption: 
(A) There exists i,, E D such that for every i E 0, pi{: > 0 for some t > 0. 
Then either i0 is absorbing or there is no absorbing state. Furthermore we have 
a unique stationary probability distribution (ri),,l>, see Asmussen (1988, VI.3). 
Obviously (A) is implied by irreducibility. Then (X,),, T itself is a regenerative 
process with O-dependent, i.e., independent cycles, using for T = N, 
W, = inf{ t > 0: X, = i,,J, W,=inf{l>Si~,:X,=i,,}-S,~,, isl. 
In the case T = [0, 00) we set W, = inf{t > 0: X, = iO} and W, = 1 for i 2 1, if i,, is 
absorbing. Otherwise we use 
W,=inf{t>O:X,_=i,,X,#i,,}, 
W,=inf{t>S,_,:X,_.=i,,X,#i,,}-S,_,, izl. 
Here EW; < co, EWT < 00 for all Y > 0 by assumption (A) and finiteness of D; see, 
e.g., Freedman (1971, 1.8). Hence by Theorem 2.3 for all Y> 0, 
f(0, t)/t-+ Ef’(S,, S,)/EW, =Cf(i)r# r-quickly. 
For T =N the process (X,, X,, ,),tT again has independent cycles and for any 
g:DxD+R, 
s^(O, t)lt+ C n,p,,g(i,j) r-quickly 
for all r> 0. In the case of T = [0, CO), the role of (X,, X,,,) is taken over by 
(X, -2 X,),lT, also being a regenerative process with independent cycles. 
For g:DxD+R with g(i, i)=O, iED, and ~<t we define 
as, t) = c g(Xr-, Xv). , <z r:. , 
For g = l(,,,.i,I, g(O, t) gives the number of transitions from i to j in (0, t] 
A similar argument as in Theorem 2.3 yields 
g(O, t)/t+ Eg(S,,,S,)/EW, r-quickly for all r>O. 
Denoting the Q-matrix of the Markov chain by (q,i),,,in (see, e.g., Freedman, 1971, 
5.1) we now show that the limit is given by 
E~^(SCI, sr)/‘EWr = C riq,g(i,j), 
If/ 
which is obviously implied by Eg(O, t)/t + 1 r,q,,g(i,j). Using 
1 +.i 
Eg(O, t) = E 
I 
I 
c qol,x\=!,g 
(I./) & , 
0 ‘fl 
see Bremaud (1981, 1.2), this follows from 
f 
E 
I 
l{x,=i) dslt+ 7~,, 
0 
which is a consequence of Theorem 2.3 for f= l,,,. 
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4. Asymptotic optimality of sequential probability ratio tests for Markov processes 
Let (0, &) be a measurable space, T = N or T = [0, co) the time set, and P,, P, 
probability measures on (0, &). Let (~2,)~~~~ be an increasing family of sub-cr- 
algebras of &, so that 
P,,l&, and P,l.s4, are mutually absolutely continuous for all t <co. 
Define the likelihood ratio process R = (R,),<- 7 by 
R, = dP,l&,/dP,,(,rB,. 
In the continuous time case, we require the usual conditions of right-continuity and 
completeness for (d,),, T. Furthermore (R,),, ‘r is assumed to have right-continuous 
paths with left-hand limits. 
A sequential test S = (7, 6) consists of a stopping time T and a &-measurable 
terminal decision function 6 : {T <a} + [0, l] with error probabilities 
a(S) = MSL,,:,,), P(S) = E,((l - 6)1{,,‘X)). 
For stopping bounds a, b > 1 define the SPRT (sequential probability ratio test) 
S(a, b) = (T(a, b), s(o, b)) by 
~(a, b)=inf{r: R,s l/a or R,sb}, 
6(a* b) = l,.r,<,.,, -,a). 
For given error probabilities (Y, /? define Y(cr, p) as the set of all sequential tests S 
with error probabilities Q(S) s (Y, p(S) s p. Furthermore consider a family 
S (T<,#, 4 = &V,,), O<%P<l, 
of SPRT’s Sa,p = S(a(a, p), b(a, 0)) E Y(a, p) with stopping bounds a = ~(a, /3), 
b = b( a, p) satisfying log(u) - log( l/p), log(b) - log( l/ Ly ) as cy, p + 0. Wald’s 
inequalities for the error probabilities 
a(S(a,b))s(llb)(l-p(S(a,b))), P(S(a, 6)) s (l/a) (I- a(S(a, b))) 
show that for a = l/p, b = l/a, such a family is obtained; see, e.g. Lai (1981). The 
following result on asymptotic optimality of SPRT’s is due to Lai (1981). Lai states 
the result for discrete time, but statement and proof of his result immediately carry 
over to continuous time. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that there exist A”, A, E (0, a) such that 
log(l/R,)lt+& r-quickly under P,, 
log(R,)lt+h, r-quickly under P, . 
Then, us a, /3 + 0, 
inf{E,Tr:(T,~)E~(~,p)}-E,T~,p - (log(l/a)/A,)‘. 0 
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We shall use this result and the considerations of Section 3 to derive asymptotic 
optimality for Markov processes. 
We suppose from now on that (X,),, T is a Markov process under PO and P, , and 
&, = (T(X~, .ss t) for T=N. In the continuous time case we enlarge o(X,, SG t) to 
obtain the usual conditions of right-continuity and completeness. 
4.1. Harris processes 
Assume that (X,)rC.r is Harris recurrent as in Section 3.1 with T =N and that the 
initial distribution P’: and the transition probabilities PA (X, E .I X0 = x) have 
densitiesf, = dP’:/dp, gh(x;) = dP,(X, E .1X,, = x)/dp with respectto some a-finite 
measure p. Assume furthermore that g, is measurable on D x D for k = 0,l and 
that f;, = 0 if and only if f, = 0, g,, = 0 if and only if g, = 0. The likelihood ratio is 
given by 
R, = (.fil.h)(&) ri kl/SdX, ,+,)3 
I =o 
and using .f=bdf,lf~), g = bdg,/gJ, we have 
log(R,)ln =f(&)ln + C g(X, X+,). 
t-0 
Following Theorem 2.3 and Section 3.1 it is obvious how to give conditions under 
which r-quick convergence of log( R,)/ n with respect to Pk, k = 0, 1 holds. We omit 
a detailed discussion in the general case as the nontrivial problem will be the 
investigation of these conditions in particular Harris chains. Supposing r-quick 
convergence, the limit A, of log(R,,)/n with respect to P, is given by 
A,= 
II 
tog(g,(x,y)lg,,(x, y))g,(x,y)~u(dy)~(dx) 
>l- 
II 
g,(x, .v)p(dy)r(dx) = 0, 
provided g,/g, is not a.s. equal to 1 with respect to the product measure of n and 
p. Here we use log(x) 2 1 - l/x with strict inequality for x # 1. Similarly the limit 
A0 of -log( R,)/n with respect to P,, fulfills A,, > 0. Hence we may apply Lai’s theorem 
on asymptotic optimality also in the context of Harris chains. 
As in Section 3, we give special regard to the case of Markov chains, where 
complete results are available under minor conditions, and also give a detailed 
account of the continuous time case. 
4.2. Markov chains 
Let (X,)rt7 be a Markov chain as in Section 3.2 with finite state space D. 
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(a) TheCaSe T=N: Let (pj;)i,r] denote the initial distribution, ( pb.)j,,tD the matrix 
of transition probabilities with respect to Pk, k = 0, 1. We suppose that (P~~),,,~,,# 
(PI)I,,Er> and 
pI)=O iff p,!=O and pt.=0 iff p!,=O 
for all i,j E D. Using the convention O/O = 1, the likelihood ratio takes the form 
Rn = ( P!c,,/P”,,,) II ( P:,/P~:) N”,‘)*‘, 
t, ji U 
where N( i,j), denotes the number of transitions from i to j upto the time n. 
The asymptotic behaviour of log (R,,)/ n is given by the asymptotic behaviour of 
c log(Pf,lP~:)N(ij),ln, 
‘,,C D 
and N(i,j),,/n =x:1’ 1 I, ,] (C,,j,k(Xk, Xk+,)/n. Assume as in Section 3.2 validity of 
assumption (A). Then for all r > 0, 
N( i, j),/ n + n-:p; r-quickly under PL, 
with (d),,, denoting the stationary distribution, k = 0, 1. h’eiice the limit of 
log( R,,)/n is given by 
C log(p;,lp;)&;, k = (41. 
1. I 
Let us furthermore assume: 
(B) There exist h, i, j, k E D with 
$1, # 77yp;, and &,ph # rxph. 
We obtain for the !imit A, of log! R,,),l:: -ruler F’, . 
~1I=Clog(~?llP~)~fPf,>1-C(Pl:lPf,)~~P:,=O, 
i, , I, I 
and similarly for the limit A0 of -log( R,,)/ n under PO, 
AU=1 lOg( PYjlPjj)TYPj:>o. 
1, i 
Thus we may apply Lai’s result and obtain asymptotic optimality of SPRT’s with 
respect tr, minimizing the rth moment of expected sample size for all r > 0. Note 
that (A) and (B) are implied by irreducibility. 
(b) The case T = [0, CO): Let (p”),,[, denote the initial distribution, (qt)l,,C1, the 
Q-matrix with respect to pk, k = 0, 1. We suppose that (ql:),,,l,, f (q:j)i,j,, and 
pp=O iff pt=O and qt=O iff q:,=O 
for all i, j E D. The likelihood ratio is given by 
R, = (P:,,/P(:,,) ,lI, (q:,/q::)N”‘,” ev( -(q!, - q’i) [(: l,.rs=,, ds) 
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where N,(i,j) denotes the number of transitions from i to j in the time interval 
(0, f] see Bremaud (1981, VI.2). The asymptotic behaviour of log(R,)/t is given by 
that of 
(l/t) C [N,(i,j) log(qf,lql:)+(q::--qf,) 
“I 
/- lix,=,, ds), 
where N(i,j) =X0_ rs , ho,,~~ (Xc_, X,), i zj. 
Assume as in Section 3.2 validity of assumption (A) and furthermore: 
(B) There exist 11, i, j, k E 17 with 
%-1’41: # ?Tl’q!, and r:,q:,k f r1,&. 
By Section 3.2 for all r > 0 with respect to PL, k = 0, 1, 
I, !Y 
N,(i,j)/t-• =, ql, r-quickly, i #:j, 
i’ k 
h I,, mm,) ds,‘f+ n, r-quickly. 
0 
We obtain for the li3;t of log(R,)/ t under P,, 
hl= C (lOg’S~jiY::)Y~,+qj:-ql)~,, 1 ((l-Y~jlqt)q~,+ql:-ql,!~,=O, 
flfl IfI 
and similarly for the limit A0 of -log(R,)/t under PO, 
A”= c I,J#(sj:/qj,jqi:+4:,-91:>0. 
If/ 
So we may again apply Lai’s result and obtain asymptotic optimality of SPRT’s 
with respect to mir imizing the rth moment of expected sample size for all r> 0. 
Again, (A) and (B) follow from irreducibility. 
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